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	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Emerson Lake & Powell


The Complete Collection (3CD)

 “This collection pays fitting tribute to the power and creativity of three extremely talented mu


$30.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Nektar


Recycled (5CD Box Set)

 • NEW 5CD REMASTERED AND EXPANDED EDITION OF THIS CLASSIC ALBUM


$40.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Quásar


Quásar

 I love when great albums fall out of the sky.


$13.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	


Arco Iris


Los Elementales

 Arco Iris started out as a ethnic influenced psychedelic/prog folk band.


$15.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Pablo


Pablo "El Enterrador"

 Released in 1973, Pablo "El Enterrador" is simply one of the top prog releases to every come out


$13.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Psychedelic


Cosmic Dead


Infinite Peaks

 Years ago we used to sell CDs by this Scottish band.


$14.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Zappa, Frank


Live In Australia (2CD)

 Killer sound!


$20.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Lucifer Was


En Fix Ferdig Mann 

 Long running Norwegian prog rock/hard rock band decided to go with vocals in their native tongue


$19.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Fusion


Donati, Virgil


Ruination

 On Ruination, once again, Virgil brings together extraordinary young talent from all parts of th


$15.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Classic Rock


Hendrix, Jimi & Traffic


The Legendary Sessions

 "THE CLASSIC, PREVIOUSLY UNRELEASED COLLABORATION


$15.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Hawkwind


Stories From Time And Space

 "Well, here we are again.


$15.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Hard Rock


Schenker, Michael Group


Is It Loud Enough (6CD Box Set)

 "This newly remastered 6CD, 66 track collection brings together a collection of Michael Schenker


$48.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Metal


Vicinity


VIII

 "Out of Trondheim, in the cold shores of Norway, VICINITY have been crafting their mix of progre


$20.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Stoner Rock


Mr. Bison


Echoes From The Universe

 "At one time I considered myself to be Norse Pagan, and though I don’t follow that path anymore,


$15.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Power Metal


Alterium


Of War And Flames

 "If you have been a follower of the power and symphonic metal scenes for long, you have probably


$16.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Metal


Unprocessed


...And Everything In Between

 "Germany’s Unprocessed have made a name for themselves over the past decade by creating raw, tec


$15.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	


Luz De Riada


Rizoma

 "It's been 8 years since Mexican project Luz de Riada released their last album, which was also 


$13.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Wakeman, Rick


Live At The London Palladium (4CD)

 • A NEW 4CD BOX SET FEATURING BOTH OF THE CONCERTS PERFORMED BY RICK WAKEMAN, THE ENGLISH ROCK E


$35.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Avant Garde/RIO


Rhun


Tozzos

 “Rhùn, a band from France, released their album "Tozïh" in 2023, and presented an excellent comb


$15.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Prog Collective


Dark Encounters

 "The masters of progressive rock return for their darkest and possibly most thrilling album to d


$16.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Power Metal


Rage


Afterlifelines (2CD)

 "No one could accuse RAGE of not making the effort.


$16.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Bruce, Jack


Smiles & Grins (4CD/2BR Box Set)

 A NEW OFFICIAL 4CD & 2 MULTI-REGION BLU RAY VIDEO BOXED SET ANTHOLOGY FEATURING THE SURVIVIN


$75.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Getter, Jane Premonition


Division World

 "For two decades, guitarist, composer, and vocalist Jane Getter has been wowing audiences with s


$15.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Metal


Ivory Tower


Heavy Rain

 "The album "Heavy Rain" by Ivory Tower is a captivating and powerful release that showcases the 


$16.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Colosseum


Elegy (6CD Box Set)

 • 6CD BOXED SET CELEBRATING THE WORK OF COLOSSEUM RECORDED BETWEEN 1968 AND 1971.


$45.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Fusion


Ponty, Jean Luc


The Gift Of Time/Storytelling/Tchokola (...

 Three albums from electric violinist maestro Jean Luc Ponty, dating from 1987, 1989 and 1991


$16.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Jazz Rock


Nataraja


Spirit At Play

 THIS CD HAS BLOWN ME AWAY!!!


$14.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Jazz Rock


Musica Urbana/Feliu I Joan Albert/Trio Altisent


Historia (3CD Box Set)

 This box collects and restores two legendary mid-70s releases, both met at the time with extrava


$31.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Porcupine Tree


Closure/Continuation Live (2CD/2BR Delux...

 2CD+2BLU-RAY DELUXE BOXSET. Contains: 2x CD’s (Full live show), 2 Blu-Ray discs.


$80.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Avant Garde/RIO


Present


This Is Not The End

 "Despite it’s title, This is NOT the end, is, indeed, the final release by the legendary Rock In


$15.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Gothic Metal


Leaves' Eyes


Myths Of Fate (2CD)

 2CD version with bonus instrumental disc.


$19.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Kosmigroov


virgo


Four Seasons

 While their later Lutello album veered heavily into the fusion direction with the addition of gu


$15.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Big Big Train


The Likes Of Us

 The award-winning progressive rock band BIG BIG TRAIN release their 15th studio album via Inside


$13.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Metal


Whom Gods Destroy


Insanium

 WHOM GODS DESTROY is the brand-new SONS OF APOLLO related outfit featuring Dino Jelusick (Vocals


$13.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


K'Mono


Mind Out Of Mind

 "When I posted my Best of 2022 list, I noted that the central US had an especially strong showin


$17.50  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Power Metal


Lords Of Black


Mechanics Of Predacity

 "The Lords Of Black are on their sixth album now, so they must be doing something right,


$14.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Power Metal


Firewind


Stand United

 "When I pulled reviewing duty for Firewind’s self-titled release way back during the bizarre spr


$16.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Regna


Cinema

 Sometimes albums fall out of the sky - completely unexpected.


$16.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Metal


Nospūn


Opus

 Is Nospūn the best band you've never heard of?


$12.00  
	  
          [image: ]
	Category: 
	Progressive Rock


Genesis


Selling England In Montreal (2CD)

 "In the summer of 1973, Genesis re-signed their contract with Charisma Records.


$18.00  
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        Inside Out Music Is Getting Busy - Preorder Now!

        SEE ALL
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                    Psychotic Waltz

                    A Social Grace (...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "A SOCIAL GRACE" 2CD.    EXPECTED STREET DATE IS


            $21.00
            
          
$21.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    A Social Grace (...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "A SOCIAL GRACE" 2LP LEMON VINYL.    EXPECTED ST


            $43.00
            
          
$43.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    A Social Grace (...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "A SOCIAL GRACE" 2LP LILAC VINYL.    EXPECTED ST


            $38.00
            
          
$38.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    Into The Everflow...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "INTO THE EVERFLOW" 2CD.    EXPECTED STREET DATE


            $21.00
            
          
$21.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    Into The Everflow...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "INTO THE EVERFLOW" BLOOD RED VINYL.    EXPECTED


            $29.00
            
          
$29.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    Into The Everflow...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "INTO THE EVERFLOW" APRICOT VINYL.    EXPECTED S


            $26.00
            
          
$26.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    Mosquito (2CD...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "MOSQUITO" 2CD.    EXPECTED STREET DATE IS SET F


            $21.00
            
          
$21.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    Mosquito (Dark...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "MOSQUITO" DARK GREEN VINYL.    EXPECTED STREET 


            $29.00
            
          
$29.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    Mosquito (Blue...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "MOSQUITO" BLUE VINYL.    EXPECTED STREET DATE I


            $26.00
            
          
$26.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    Bleeding (2CD...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "BLEEDING" 2CD.    EXPECTED STREET DATE IS SET F


            $21.00
            
          
$21.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    Bleeding (Red...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "BLEEDING" RED VINYL.    EXPECTED STREET DATE IS


            $31.00
            
          
$31.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    Bleeding (Mint...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "BLEEDING" MINT VINYL.    EXPECTED STREET DATE I


            $26.00
            
          
$26.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    To Chase The...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "TO CHASE THE STARS: DEMOS '87-'89 2LP BLACK VIN


            $32.00
            
          
$32.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Psychotic Waltz

                    To Chase The...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR PSYCHOTIC WALTZ "TO CHASE THE STARS: DEMOS '87-'89 2LP WHITE VIN


            $36.00
            
          
$36.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Hackett, Steve

                    Till We Have...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR STEVE HACKETT "TILL WE HAVE FACES" BLACK VINYL.    EXPECTED STRE


            $27.00
            
          
$27.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Hackett, Steve

                    Feedback '86...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR STEVE HACKETT "FEEDBACK '86" BLACK VINYL.    EXPECTED STREET DAT


            $27.00
            
          
$27.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Six By Six

                    Beyond Shadowland...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR SIX BY SIX "BEYOND SHADOWLAND" 2LP VINYL.


            $35.00
            
          
$35.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Six By Six

                    Beyond Shadowland...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR SIX BY SIX "BEYOND SHADOWLAND" CD.


            $14.00
            
          
$14.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Tangent

                    To Follow Polaris...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR THE TANGENT "TO FOLLOW POLARIS" CD.


            $12.00
            
          
$12.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Tangent

                    To Follow Polaris...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR THE TANGENT "TO FOLLOW POLARIS" CD MEDIABOOK.


            $18.00
            
          
$18.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Tangent

                    To Follow Polaris...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR THE TANGENT "TO FOLLOW POLARIS" 2LP BLACK VINYL.


            $34.00
            
          
$34.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Transatlantic

                    Live At Morsefest...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR TRANSATLANTIC "LIVE AT MORSEFEST 2022: THE ABSOLUTE WHIRLWIND 5C


            $82.00
            
          
$82.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Wheel

                    Charismatic...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR WHEEL "CHARISMATIC LEADERS" CD.


            $13.00
            
          
$13.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Wheel

                    Charismatic...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR WHEEL "CHARISMATIC LEADERS" BLACK VINYL.


            $22.00
            
          
$22.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Mandoki Soulmates

                    A Memory Of Our...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR MANDOKI SOULMATES "A MEMORY OF OUR FUTURE" CD.


            $13.00
            
          
$13.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Mandoki Soulmates

                    A Memory Of Our...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR MANDOKI SOULMATES "A MEMORY OF OUR FUTURE" 2LP VINYL.


            $31.00
            
          
$31.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    OU

                    II: Frailty (CD...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR OU "II: FRAILTY" CD.


            $14.00
            
          
$14.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    OU

                    II: Frailty (2LP...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR OU "II: FRAILTY" CD.


            $34.00
            
          
$34.00
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        Stay Ahead Of The Curve: Preorder These New Releases!

        SEE ALL
      
      
  
        
  
  
      
      	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Various Artists

                    J Jazz - Free And...

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR TONY HIGGINS AND MIKE PEDEN'S  "J JAZZ - FREE AND MODERN JAZZ AL


            $99.00
            
          
$99.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Yes

                    Talk (CD Preorder)

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR YES "TALK" CD.    EXPECTED STREET DATE IS SET FOR MAY 24, 2024.


            $16.00
            
          
$16.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Yes

                    Talk (4CD Box Set...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR YES "TALK" 4CD EXPANDED EDITION BOX SET.


            $63.00
            
          
$63.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Yes

                    Talk (2LP White...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR YES "TALK" 2LP WHITE VINYL.    EXPECTED STREET DATE IS SET FOR M


            $39.00
            
          
$39.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    RPWL

                    True Live Crime (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR THE RPWL "TRUE LIVE CRIME" 2CD DIGISLEEVE.


            $16.00
            
          
$16.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    RPWL

                    True Live Crime (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR THE RPWL "TRUE LIVE CRIME" BLU-RAY EDITION.


            $23.00
            
          
$23.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    RPWL

                    True Live Crime (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR THE RPWL "TRUE LIVE CRIME" 2LP VINYL.


            $42.00
            
          
$42.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Trifecta

                    The New Normal (...

                

                	
	Fusion


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR TRIFECTA "THE NEW NORMAL" CD.


            $15.00
            
          
$15.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Trifecta

                    The New Normal (...

                

                	
	Fusion


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR TRIFECTA "THE NEW NORMAL" BLACK VINYL.


            $33.00
            
          
$33.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Ayreon

                    01011001 - Live...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR AYREON - 01011001 LIVE BENEATH THE WAVES 2CD/DVD.


            $20.00
            
          
$20.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Ayreon

                    01011001 - Live...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR AYREON - 01011001 LIVE BENEATH THE WAVES BLU-RAY.


            $18.00
            
          
$18.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Ayreon

                    01011001 - Live...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR AYREON - 01011001 LIVE BENEATH THE WAVES 3LP GREEN VINYL.


            $48.00
            
          
$48.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Lucassen and Soeterboek's Plan Nine

                    The Long-Lost...

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR ARJEN LUCASSEN AND ROBER SOETERBOEK'S PLAN NINE "THE LONG-LOST S


            $18.00
            
          
$18.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Lucassen and Soeterboek's Plan Nine

                    The Long-Lost...

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             WE ARE NOW TAKING PREORDERS FOR ARJEN LUCASSEN AND ROBER SOETERBOEK'S PLAN NINE "THE LONG-LOST S


            $31.00
            
          
$31.00
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        New Progressive Rock And Fusion Releases

        SEE ALL
      
      
  
        
  
  
      
      	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Yann-Zek, Phi

                    Interdimensional...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Phi Yaan-Zek is a British multi-instrumentalist who clearly loves Frank Zappa.


            $14.00
            
          
$14.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Yann-Zek, Phi

                    Reality Is My...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             2018 release from this eclectic British multi-instrumentalist.


            $21.00
            
          
$21.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Zombi

                    Direct Inject

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "ZOMBI make their long awaited return with their new album, Direct Inject!


            $14.00
            
          
$14.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Can

                    Live In Paris...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "CAN DRUMMER Jaki Liebezeit left the planet in 2017, but in 2020 his pal and collaborator Jono P


            $18.00
            
          
$18.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Oresund Space Collective

                    Carnival In...

                

                	
	Psychedelic


            

             Like the name says - Oresund Space Collective is the improvisational space rock collective consi


            $16.00
            
          
$16.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Emerson, Keith

                    Variations (20 CD...

                

                	
	


            

             •      20 CD set presented in 10 x 10” box with 48-page book.


            $210.00
            
          
$210.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Pink Floyd

                    The Boston...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             One of the great audience recordings from what was essentially the Wish You Were Here tour.


            $18.00
            
          
$18.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Chronicles Of Father Robin

                    The Songs And...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             \"With Book 3, The Chronicles of Father Robin reach the final chapter of “The Songs & Tales 


            $14.00
            
          
$14.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Amazing

                    Ambulance

                

                	
	Psychedelic


            

             "On its fourth album, Ambulance, The Amazing has a way of unspooling melodies that don't grab yo


            $5.00
            
          
$5.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Embryo

                    Apo Calypso

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             One of the last solid Embryo albums before they went off the rails on a Middle Eastern musical c


            $20.00
            
          
$20.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Led Zeppelin

                    Charlotte 1972 (...

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             "1972 was the first year since 1969 that Led Zeppelin didn’t release an album.


            $18.00
            
          
$18.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Squeaky Feet

                    Cause For Alarm

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Often things happen in an adjacent musical universe that we are not aware of but perhaps we shou


            $15.00
            
          
$15.00
  
	  
          
        
          [image: ]
        

        
            
                
                    Sleepytime Gorilla Museum

                    Of The Last Human...

                

                	
	Avant Garde/RIO


            

             "After thirteen years of hibernation, Sleepytime Gorilla Museum, the most gloriously uncategoriz
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                    Viima

                    Väistyy Mielen Yö

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Its been 15 years since Finnish band Viima released their second album.
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                    Viima

                    Ajatuskia...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "One reason I tend to prefer prog from non Anglo countries is that I have a great love of world 
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                    Twenty Committee

                    The Cycle Undone

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             So here's an album that I suspect would be seated on many 2023 Top 10 lists were it not for the 
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	Fusion


            

             "What happens when the world's most raucous rock/fusion instrumental power trio decides to make 
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                    Semiramis

                    La Fine Non Esiste

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             This came as a total surprise.
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	Electronic


            

             The complete works of Earthstar from 1978 to 1982 plus previ
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                    Omnibus 3 (4CD...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             4CD Boxset including 4 digisleeves and 24-page booklet.

Includes albums:
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                    Anderson, Jon

                    In The City Of...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Anderson released his first solo album, Olias of Sunhillow, in 1976, while still a member of Ye
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                    Gabis, Claudio Y La Pesada

                    Claudio Gabis Y...

                

                	
	Psychedelic


            

             As I wrote for the Alejandro Medina Y La Pesada album the same holds true for this release.
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                    It Leads To This...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             BACK WITH AN EPIC ALBUM OF EIGHT NEW REMARKABLE TRACKS, THE 
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                    Family

                    It's Only A...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             • A NEW EXPANDED 2CD EDITION OF THE CLASSIC FINAL ALBUM BY THE LEGENDARY FAMILY.
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                    Ellesmere

                    Stranger Skies

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Roberto Vitelli continues to make gorgeous old school symphonic prog rock under the Ellesmere pr
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                    Karfagen

                    Working Tapes (w/...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Karfagen "Messages from Afar: the Working Tapes" with a FREE Sampler CD gift!
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	Progressive Rock


            

             So here's a new prog rock band that came out of nowhere and are already kicking ass and taking n
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                    Baker Gurvitz Army

                    Neon Lights - The...

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             • NEW REMASTERED 3CD & 2 DVD CLAMSHELL BOXED SET OF ARCHIVE LIVE RECORDINGS BY BAKER GURVITZ
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                    Waldron, Mal - Terumasa Hino

                    Reminicent Suite

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             Phenomenal collaboration between American pianist Mal Waldron and Japanese trumpeter Terumasa Hi
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                    Treti Kniha...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             The Czech Republic didn't have a lot of symphonic prog bands but they did have a few.
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                    Syndone

                    Dirty Thirty

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Sit down, make yourself comfortable.
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                    Christmas Night...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Latest from this popular Italian band led by Cristiano Roversi and David Cremoni  Its arrives as
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                    Divae Project
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	Progressive Rock


            

             RPI all-star project!
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                    Pallas

                    The Messenger

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             ‘The album that many believed would never be made, is here.
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                    The Messenger (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "This is the lavishly illustrated 36 page (including cover) special limited edition version of t
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                    Vital Science

                    Imaginations On...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "The origins of Vital Science go back to 2008 when two bands merged, Latvia's Distant Light and 
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                    Funeral For A King

                

                	
	Doom Metal


            

             The follow-up to their well-received 2020 self-titled debut stays true to STYGIAN CROWN's sprawl
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                    Myrath

                    Karma

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "I love it when I can watch a band’s evolution from the very beginning.  It’s one thing to jump 
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                    Really Good...

                

                	
	Art Rock


            

             \On North Sea Echoes' debut album, 'Really Good Terrible Things', the duo of Ray Alder and Jim M
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                    Interbellum

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "Interbellum is the excellent brand-new release from Belgian Symphonic Metal band CATHUBODUA and
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                    Alestorm

                    Voyage Of The...

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "Infamous metal pirates ALESTORM return with another batch of mischief on their new EP, entitled
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                    Sonata Arctica

                    Clear Cold Beyond

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "Jewelcase CD includes two bonus tracks.
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                    Nuclear Power Trio

                    A Clear And...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             This CD-EP released in 2020 was the calling card for Wet Ass Plutonium.
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                    Dickinson, Bruce

                    The Mandrake...

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             Renowned around the world as one of the greatest and most distinctive heavy metal vocalists of a
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                    Warp Speed...

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "Power metal has never really recovered from the abrupt and brutal upgrade that DRAGONFORCE dish
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                    Lionheart

                    The Grace Of A...

                

                	
	AOR


            

             "The origins of England's Lionheart go back to 1980 and the New Wave of British Heavy Metal.
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                    Fall

                

                	
	Black Metal


            

             "BORKNAGAR might’ve been born at the backend of black metal’s second wave in the mid-90s, but th
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                    Knapp, Toby

                    Transmission To...

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "The Highly anticipated 9th album of impeccable instrumental Heavy Metal from the US Guitar virt
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                    Caligula's Horse

                    Charcoal Grace

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             Brisbane-based Caligula’s Horse has grown into one of the premiere progressive metal bands in th
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                    The Glory And The...

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "Her genre is "Celtic fantasy metal" and her albums could easily serve as the soundtracks for sh
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                    Leah

                    The Glory And The...

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             Deluxe digipak edition.  Disc 2 features an instrumental mix.
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                    Solberg, Einar

                    The Congregation...

                

                	
	Acoustic


            

             Einar Solberg, frontman of LEPROUS, presents an official release of his raw & unedited 2022 
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                    The Catalyst

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "You have to hand it to Amaranthe.
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                    Sons Of Eternity

                    End Of Silence

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "A German quintet consisting of musicians with various experience in a variety of other heavy mu
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                    Another Side Of...

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "Illumishade’s debut, 2020’s Eclyptic: Wake of Shadows, was an impressive first offering that br
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                    Ihsahn -...

                

                	
	Avant Garde Metal


            

             "More than any other artist to emerge from the fertile black metal scene of the early '90s, Ihsa
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                    Powerlords

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "Sometimes only a very simple thing is required to make a hell of a change.
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                    Stellar Circuits

                    Sight To Sound

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "Stellar Circuits has been making waves in the progressive metal scene for a few years now, and 
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	Power Metal


            

             "Esperfall are a melodic metal band from Hungary formed in 2016, releasing two E.P.’s – ‘A Leap 
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                    Meteora

                    Of Shades And...

                

                	
	Gothic Metal


            

             "At the end of last autumn Hungarian symphonic band Meteora has released their third full-length
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                    Lightwork (2CD...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             After an exceptionally long year full of personal change and near manic levels of creative activ
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             After an exceptionally long year full of personal change and near manic levels of creative activ
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                    Against The Winds

                

                	
	Melodic Metal


            

             "Revolution Saints is primarily a vehicle for Deen Castronovo to get out from behind the drum ki
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                    Mycelium

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "Danish band Manticora since arriving on the scene in 1997 has developed a thoughtful style that
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                    Old Eyes, New...

                

                	
	Avant Garde Metal


            

             "Reaching the end of a strenuous journey beset by turmoil and loss, Madder Mortem is finally rea
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                    Isometry

                    Breaking The Loop

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             Debut release from this band from Turin, Italy is a sci-fi themed concept album.
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                    Life Is But A...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "6, going on 7 years is the longest break Avenged Sevenfold has taken in between albums.
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                    The Gates Of The...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "August 25th 2023 will be a day of reckoning for the metal world as Italian, progressive power q
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                    Expedition One

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "The Swedish melodic power metal act Metalite is back with their fourth album 'Expedition One' w
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                    Electric Sun (Uli Jon Roth)

                    Earthquake

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             Features two bonus tracks.
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                    Lucifer Was

                    En Fix Ferdig...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Long running Norwegian prog rock/hard rock band decided to go with vocals in their native tongue
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                    Cosmic Dead

                    Infinite Peaks (...

                

                	
	


            

             Years ago we used to sell CDs by this Scottish band.
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                    Stories From Time...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Well, here we are again.
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                    Echoes From The...

                

                	
	Stoner Rock


            

             "At one time I considered myself to be Norse Pagan, and though I don’t follow that path anymore,
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	Progressive Rock


            

             "Sometime in the last century I came across a band called Parallel or 90 Degrees, and when the g
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                    Closure/...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Following a career spanning an excess of 20 years, and with 10 studio albums under their belt, P
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                    Zombi

                    Direct Inject (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "ZOMBI make their long awaited return with their new album, Direct Inject!
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                    Weltraum

                    The Spacejam...

                

                	
	Psychedelic


            

             "Together with Krautrock legend Ax Genrich (Guru Guru, Agitation Free, Ax Genrich Band), various
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                    Whom Gods Destroy

                    Insanium (2LP...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             WHOM GODS DESTROY is the brand-new SONS OF APOLLO related outfit featuring Dino Jelusick (Vocals
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             WHOM GODS DESTROY is the brand-new SONS OF APOLLO related outfit featuring Dino Jelusick (Vocals
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             WHOM GODS DESTROY is the brand-new SONS OF APOLLO related outfit featuring Dino Jelusick (Vocals
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                    Myrath

                    Karma (Black...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "I love it when I can watch a band’s evolution from the very beginning.  It’s one thing to jump 
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                    The Likes Of Us (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             The award-winning progressive rock band BIG BIG TRAIN release their 15th studio album via Inside
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                    Solberg, Einar

                    THE Congregation...

                

                	
	Acoustic


            

             Einar Solberg, frontman of LEPROUS, presents an official release of his raw & unedited 2022 
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                    K'Mono

                    Mind Out Of Mind...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "When I posted my Best of 2022 list, I noted that the central US had an especially strong showin
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                    Duck (2LP Vinyl)

                

                	
	Fusion


            

             "What happens when the world’s most raucous rock/fusion instrumental power trio decides to make 
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                    Sleepytime Gorilla Museum

                    Of The Last Human...

                

                	
	Avant Garde/RIO


            

             "After thirteen years of hibernation, Sleepytime Gorilla Museum, the most gloriously uncategoriz
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                    Really Good...

                

                	
	Art Rock


            

             On North Sea Echoes' debut album, 'Really Good Terrible Things', the duo of Ray Alder and Jim Ma
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                    La Fine Non...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             This came as a total surprise.
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                    Cosmic Garden Project

                    The Green Reverb...

                

                	
	Psychedelic


            

             Before we get into it...yeah its expensive...but you're worth it!
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                    Oresund Space Collective

                    Carnival In...

                

                	
	Psychedelic


            

             Like the name says - Oresund Space Collective is the improvisational space rock collective consi
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                    It Leads To This...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             BACK WITH AN EPIC ALBUM OF EIGHT NEW REMARKABLE TRACKS, THE 
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	Kosmigroov


            

             If you have interest in current proponents of spiritual jazz its possible you have come across t
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                    Cinema (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Sometimes albums fall out of the sky - completely unexpected.
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                    Morse, Neal

                    The Restoration...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             In the latter part of 2022, Neal Morse dedicated his creative efforts to crafting a new Rock Ope
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                    Caligula's Horse

                    Charcoal Grace (...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             LIMITED EDITION - 300 COPIES FOR THE WORLD.
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             Brisbane-based Caligula’s Horse has grown into one of the premiere progressive metal bands in th
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                    Viima

                    Ajatuksia...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "One reason I tend to prefer prog from non Anglo countries is that I have a great love of world 
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                    Old Gods Of Asgard

                    Rebirth -...

                

                	
	Art Rock


            

             "The Old Gods of Asgard, also known as Poets of the Fall, are once again part of the gaming worl
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	Progressive Metal


            

             Gold and black marbled double vinyl, LTD to 200 copies!
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	Stoner Rock


            

             "When it comes to the range of distinctive fuzz tones associated with stoner/desert rock, Josh H
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                    Hallas

                    Hallas Saga:Live...

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             "On their 2015 self-titled debut EP, Hällas lay the foundation of the saga bearing the same name
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	Power Metal


            

             It's been five long years since iconic Brazilian power metal kings Angra released their latest a
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	Fusion


            

             "Over 45 years ago, young Al Di Meola released his second, extremely successful studio album "El
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                    Mondo Drag (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "A tasty little 35 minute spacy and heavy retro-rocker, 2015's self-titled second official Mondo
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$23.00
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        Vinyl Releases: Reissues And Rarities
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                    Van Der Graaf Generator

                    Still Life (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             • NEW REMASTERED VINYL RELEASE OF THE CLASSIC 1976 ALBUM BY VAN DER GRAAF GENERATOR.
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$37.00
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                    Van Der Graaf

                    Vital (2LP Vinyl)

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             • NEW DOUBLE GATEFOLD LP EDITION OF THE CLASSIC LIVE ALBUM BY VAN DER GRAAF.
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$48.00
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                    Gentle Giant

                    The Missing Piece...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "In 1977 Gentle Giant recorded their ninth studio album "The Missing Piece.
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$25.00
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                    Eternidad

                    Apertura (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Limited edition of 300 copies.
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$31.00
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                    Mclaughlin / Coryell / Escoude

                    Live Under The...

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             The recording you have in your hand documents the start of John McLaughlin’s journey towards his
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$27.00
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                    Eloy

                    Destination (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "With the growing desire for earlier works by ELOY, the "German flagship of art and progressive 
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$29.00
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                    Banana

                    Aun Es Tiempo De...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             One of the better Argentinian prog albums of the 70s.
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$29.00
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                    Grand Nebuleux

                    Et Ses Laveurs De...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "New release on the Monster Melodies label of an unreleased album by Grand Nebuleux et ses Laveu
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$39.00
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                    Mandalaband

                    Mandalaband (2LP...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Underrated symphonic prog band from the UK.
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$36.00
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                    Mandalaband

                    Eye Of Wendor (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             So Mandalaband breaks up after their first album.
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                    Nice

                    Live In Oslo 1969...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Even the most ardent ELP fan could qualify the role of The Nice as the progenitors of the first
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$28.00
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                    Landberk

                    Indian Summer (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Finally Landberk awakens!
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$30.00
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                    Cheval Fou

                    Cheval Fou (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Psychedelic


            

             "Cheval Fou was one of the most important, prolific and authentic psychedelic outfits that thriv
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$29.00
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                    Waldron, Mal - Terumasa Hino

                    Reminiscent Suite...

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             Phenomenal collaboration between American pianist Mal Waldron and Japanese trumpeter Terumasa Hi
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$38.00
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                    Catapilla

                    Embryonic Fusion...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "With vocalist Anna Meek and Hawkwind's saxophonist & vocalist Robert Calvert leading the wa
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$29.00
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                    Progres 2

                    Treti Kniha...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             The Czech Republic didn't have a lot of symphonic prog bands but they did have a few.
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$49.00
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                    Inomata Takeshi & Sound Limited

                    Innocent Canon (...

                

                	
	Psychedelic


            

             Nothing innocent about Takeshi Inomata & Sound Limited "Innocent Canon".
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$44.00
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                    Circus Maximus

                    Isolate (2LP...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             “Wow, what an impressive debut from these Norwegian progsters!
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                    Circus Maximus

                    The 1st Chapter (...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             First time vinyl reissue of the first Circus Maximus.
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$33.00
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                    Lawrence, Azar

                    Summer Solstice (...

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             Long out of print and never before reissued, Azar Lawrence’s seminal album Summer Solstice retur
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$27.00
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                    Indexi

                    Modra Rijeka (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Authorized vinyl reissue half speed mastered at Abbey Road Studios.
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$35.00
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                    Surman, John

                    Tales Of The...

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             "Algonquin is 70’s progressive big band, the soloists pitted against the choregraphed ensemble, 
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$30.00
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                    Beckett, Harry

                    Flare Up (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             "Flare Up is the debut album by Caribbean trumpet player Harry Beckett.
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                    Amon Düül

                    Disaster - Lüüd...

                

                	
	Psychedelic


            

             "In September 1968, Amon Düül played the "International Essener Songtage," Germany's first rock 
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$35.00
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                    Zero Hour

                    The Towers Of...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             A futuristic concept album that reads almost like a Marxist allegory…weaving intricately wro
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$22.00
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                    Vortex

                    Vortex (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Zeuhl


            

             Vortex was a French jazz rock band with a dark sound that gets them lumped in with Magma when in
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$33.00
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                    Vortex

                    Les Cycles De...

                

                	
	Zeuhl


            

             Vortex was a French jazz rock band with a dark sound that gets them lumped in with Magma when in
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$33.00
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                    Ok-Yun, Gil ao

                    Spirit Junction:...

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             "Lyrical pop / gayo composer and saxophonist Gil Ok-yun was a central figure in Korea’s golden a
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$36.00
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                    Electric Sun (Uli Jon Roth)

                    Earthquake (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             Features two bonus tracks.
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                    Kaipa

                    Vittjar (2LP Blue...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Kaipa is a Swedish band from the Uppsala area, which moves in symphonic rock with influences fr
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                    Fields

                    Contrasts (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             A few years ago we were graced with a nice archival discovery courtesy of Esoteric Recordings.
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                    Pascal, Gigi E La Pop Compagnia Meccanica

                    Debut (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Giancarlo D'Auria aka Gigi Pascal was a pop singer from Naples,already pursuing a solo career f
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                    Vecchio

                    Afro-Rock (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Psychedelic


            

             As many of you may (or may not) know I'm a crazy vinyl collector.
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                    Blue Effect

                    Meditace (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Second album from Blue Effect aka Modry Efekt aka M. Efekt.
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                    Fine, Pete

                    On A Day Of...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             One of the rarest US prog albums gets an official reissue.
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        Thinning The Herd - Big Vinyl Blow Out Sale.  40% Off!

        SEE ALL
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                    Jordsjø

                    Jord Sessions (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Jordsjø is a duo from Oslo, Norway inspired by old horror movies, German 70s synth music, Swedi
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$35.00
$21.00
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                    Nucleus

                    Under The Sun (...

                

                	
	Jazz Rock


            

             "Under The Sun is the follow-up to the astonishing Roots and contains yet more absolutely essent
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$31.00
$18.60
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                    Savatage

                    Gutter Ballet (...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             Limited edition silver vinyl.
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$48.00
$28.80
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                    Savatage

                    Streets - A Rock...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "A defining artistic statement: Savatage’s first concept album!
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$48.00
$28.80
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                    Savatage

                    Fight For The...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             New vinyl pressing with extensive liner notes.
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$33.00
$19.80
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                    Fuzz Sagrado

                    A New Dimension (...

                

                	
	Stoner Rock


            

             "Fans of Samsara Blues Experiment look out: FUZZ SAGRADO is the continued work of SBE's creative
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$27.00
$16.20
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                    Marillion

                    An Hour Before It...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "No one knows how much time they’ve got left… sings Steve Hogarth in Care, the immaculate closin
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$29.00
$17.40
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                    Crane, Louise Patricia

                    Deep Blue (Black...

                

                	
	Art Rock


            

             It was early 2017 when Louise Patricia Crane wrote the song that would become the title track of
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$24.00
$14.40
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                    Klone

                    Meanwhile (Black...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "I saw Klone last year on their tour with Pain of Salvation, and it surely was the best show I s
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$25.00
$15.00
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                    Unicorn

                    A Collection Of...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Mastermind Dan Swanö (Edge Of Sanity, Witherscape, Nightingale...) has been busy lately bringing
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                    Djam Karet

                    The Devouring (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "A 2021 edition of Djam Karet's masterpiece The Devouring from 1997.
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                    eMolecule

                    The Architect (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Phil Collins’ son Simon Collins and Kelly Nordstrom’s new fascinating and absorbing project Emo
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$35.00
$21.00
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                    Yes

                    The Quest (2LP...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             YES, who are Steve Howe, Alan White, Geoff Downes, Jon Davison and Billy Sherwood, release their
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$32.00
$19.20
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                    Esposito, Toni

                    Toni Esposito (...

                

                	
	Jazz Rock


            

             1974 debut release from the noted Italian percussionist.
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                    In These Murky Waters

                    In These Murky...

                

                	
	Art Rock


            

             "...in these murky waters is a duo from Stockholm consisting of Ewik Rodell (Lyrics and Vocals) 
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                    Lacuna Coil

                    Comalies XX (2LP...

                

                	
	Gothic Metal


            

             "Back in 2002, Lacuna Coil released an album which is now undeniably an anthem laden millennial 
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$43.00
$25.80
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                    Long Distance Calling

                    Eraser (2LP Vinyl)

                

                	
	Post Progressive


            

             "Germany’s post-rock powerhouse Long Distance Calling started in 2006 and since then have come a
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$17.40
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                    Lords Of Black

                    Alchemy of Souls...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "In May 2018, when we reviewed the previous Lords of Black album, “Icons of the New Days,” we we
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$31.00
$18.60
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                    Magma

                    BBC 1974 Londres...

                

                	
	Zeuhl


            

             First time on vinyl.
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$42.00
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                    Molassess

                    Through The...

                

                	
	Doom Metal


            

             Molassess is essentially the reincarnation of The Devil's Blood.
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$15.00
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                    Ne Obliviscaris

                    Exul (2LP Crystal...

                

                	
	Death Metal


            

             ‘Exul’ personifies Ne Obliviscaris’ distinctive, boundary-pushing ethos.
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$32.00
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                    Oddland

                    Vermilion (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "Singles can sometimes be deceptive.  They can either raise or lower my expectations, or give me
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$22.00
$13.20
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                    Paternoster

                    Paternoster (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Deluxe vinyl reissue of this legendary Austrian prog album which is considered to be the rarest 
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$55.00
$33.00
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                    Queensryche

                    Digital Noise...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             With over 20 million albums sold worldwide, innumerable accolades and a career that not only spa
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$39.00
$23.40
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                    RPWL

                    Crime Scene (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "On the new long-player "Crime Scene" this Bavarian Artrock institution directs its attention to
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$30.00
$18.00
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                    Samsara Blues Experiment

                    Long Distance...

                

                	
	Stoner Rock


            

             To celebrate the 10th anniversary release of the band's Long Distance Trip album it has been rei
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$43.00
$25.80
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                    Silent Skies

                    Nectar (2LP Vinyl)

                

                	
	Art Rock


            

             "Silent Skies made their debut in late 2020 with the boundless soundscape of “Satellites,” an ab
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$24.00
$14.40
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                    Groundhogs

                    Scratching The...

                

                	
	Blues Rock


            

             "The Groundhogs' debut album is a long way from the "classic" sound of the better-known Thank Ch
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$23.00
$13.80
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                    3rd Trip

                    Scale Of...

                

                	
	Stoner Rock


            

             "3rd Trip, from Finland, has been around since 2011, having already released a split 12" with Cr
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$13.80
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                    Paananen, Matti

                    Horoscope (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Jazz Rock


            

             “Dear Friend,
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                    Mahogany Brain

                    With (Junk-...

                

                	
	Avant Garde/RIO


            

             "Souffle Continu Records presents the first official vinyl reissue of With (Junk-Saucepan) When 
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$26.00
$15.60
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                    Lost Symphony

                    Chapter II (Vinyl)

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             Second release from the instrumental classical-shred metal outfit.
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                    Swallow The Sun

                    20 Years Of Gloom...

                

                	
	Doom Metal


            

             2020 had been planned to celebrate the Finns’ 20th Anniversary, two decades of doom, gloom, and 
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$36.00
$21.60
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                    Swallow The Sun

                    20 Years Of Gloom...

                

                	
	Doom Metal


            

             2020 had been planned to celebrate the Finns’ 20th Anniversary, two decades of doom, gloom, and 
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        $7.50 Gets You A Lot Of Great Music

        SEE ALL
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                    Santana

                    Abraxas

                

                	
	Classic Rock


            

             Remastered edition with 3 live unreleased bonus tracks.
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$7.50
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                    Journey

                    Raised On Radio 

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             Remastered edition with two bonus tracks.
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$7.50
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                    Primus

                    Pork Soda

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Once audiences got a chance to hear Primus' instantly recognizable sound, driven by Les Claypoo
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$7.50
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                    Davis, Miles

                    Kind Of Blue

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             "Kind of Blue isn't merely an artistic highlight for Miles Davis, it's an album that towers abov
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$7.50
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                    Guns N Roses

                    Appetite For...

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             "Guns N' Roses' debut, Appetite for Destruction was a turning point for hard rock in the late '8
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$7.50
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                    Beck Bogert Appice

                    Beck Bogert Appice

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             "One of the great things about Jeff Beck is his utter unpredictability.
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                    Judas Priest

                    Sin After Sin 

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             Remastered with 2 bonus tracks.
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$7.50
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                    Santana

                    Santana

                

                	
	Classic Rock


            

             Remastered edition with 3 live bonus tracks from Woodstock.
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                    REO Speedwagon

                    Hi Infidelity

                

                	
	Classic Rock


            

             "Many albums have scaled to the top of the American charts, many of them not so good, but few ha
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$7.50
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                    Accept

                    Metal Heart

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "With 1985's Metal Heart, German metal institution Accept attempted to add catchier choruses and
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$7.50
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                    Riot

                    Thundersteel

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "Riot has always been ahead of the curve, be it their powerful riff machine, or their unapologet
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$7.50
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                    Electric Light Orchestra

                    Balance Of Power

                

                	
	Classic Rock


            

             "After mining the Beatles gold mine for all those catchy hooks, by the time that Balance of Powe
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                    Judas Priest

                    Ram It Down

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             Remastered edition with two bonus tracks.
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$7.50
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                    Living Colour

                    Vivid

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             "In 1988, few heavy metal bands were comprised of all black members, and fewer had the talent or
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                    Heart

                    Little Queen

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             Remastered with 2 bonus tracks.
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                    Dangerous Toys

                    Dangerous Toys

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             "With their self-titled debut album, Dangerous Toys found themselves in regular rotation on MTV.
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                    Journey

                    Look Into The...

                

                	
	Metal/Hard Rock


            

             Second album from this post-Santana lineup is a bit more commercial than the debut but there are
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                    Motorhead

                    1916

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             "Lemmy Kilmister had been leading Motörhead for 16 years by the time 1916 was recorded in 1991.
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                    Davis, Miles

                    Porgy And Bess

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             "The classic interpretation of Gershwin by Miles Davis (performing with a large ensemble) and Gi
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                    Jefferson Airplane

                    Crown Of Creation

                

                	
	Classic Rock


            

             Remastered edition with bonus tracks.
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                    Spirit

                    Spirit

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Spirit's debut unveiled a band that seemed determine to out-eclecticize everybody else on the C
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$7.50
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                    Kansas

                    Point Of Know...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             Perhaps a bit of a rehash (or a further extension) of Leftoverture, it sold like mad back in 197
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                    Lynyrd Skynyrd

                    Gimme Back My...

                

                	
	Classic Rock


            

             With 2 live bonus tracks.
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                    March Or Die

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             "This is where everything almost went horribly wrong.
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                    Toto

                    Toto IV

                

                	
	AOR


            

             "It was do or die for Toto on the group's fourth album, and they rose to the challenge.
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                    Pronounced Leh-...
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             With 5 bonus tracks.
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	AOR


            

             "With the platinum triumph of Infinity still ringing in their ears like coins in a slot machine,
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                    Osbourne, Ozzy
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	Power Metal


            

             The BLIZZARD OF OZZ: EXPANDED EDITION features three bonus tracks: "You Looking at Me, Looking a
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                    Hendrix, Jimi

                    Blue Wild Angel

                

                	
	Classic Rock


            

             "After having been released in a couple different configurations (not counting bootlegs), Jimi H
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                    Point Of Entry

                

                	
	Power Metal


            

             Remastered with 2 bonus tracks.
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                    Vaughan, Stevie Ray & Double Trouble
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	Blues Rock


            

             "The posthumously assembled ten-track outtakes collection The Sky Is Crying actually proves to b
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	Blues Rock
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                    Heaven Tonight

                

                	
	Classic Rock


            

             Remastered with 2 bonus tracks.
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                    Facelift

                

                	
	Hard Rock


            

             "When Alice in Chains' debut album, Facelift, was released in 1990, about a year before Nirvana'
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                    Santana

                    Amigos

                

                	
	Classic Rock


            

             "Amigos is the first Santana album that doesn't attempt to break new ground.
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        We Love The Cheap Stuff.  What's Not To Love?
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                    Rolling Stones

                    Blue &...

                

                	
	Blues Rock


            

             "ON APRIL 7TH, 1962, three young Englishmen obsessed with American blues met for the first time,
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                    Dyble & Lewis

                    Summer Dancing

                

                	
	Folk Rock


            

             "A collaboration between English producer and multi-instrumentalist Andy Lewis and seminal U.K.
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                    Sun Ra And His Arkestra

                    Live In New York...

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             By 1973 Sun Ra was established as an important if very strange presence on the jazz scene.
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                    Baker, Ginger & Graham Bond

                    Live Bremen 1970

                

                	
	Jazz Rock


            

             "Ginger Baker and Graham Bond, live from Bremn, Germany on October 24th, 1970.
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                    Hackett, John

                    Another Life ($5...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "John Hackett is highly regarded for his distinctive flute sound in the world of progressive mus
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                    Nektar

                    Live 2004 Tour (...

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             • First mainstream re-issue of the Nektar’s reformation tour in 2004 featuring original members 
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                    Jones, Elvin Quartet

                    Jazz Workshop...

                

                	
	Jazz


            

             Recording of the Jazz Workshop (Boston, MA) performance broadcast on WBCN-FM radio on January 16
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                    Red Jasper

                    Action Replay

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "On 26th January 1992 Red Jasper took to the stage at the Fleece & Firkin in Bristol with th
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                    Red Jasper

                    Sting In The Tale

                

                	
	Progressive Rock


            

             "Red Jasper is one of the most overlooked bands I have ever come across.
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        Dream Theater: Lost Not Forgotten Overstocks - Take 'Em Away!
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                    Dream Theater

                    LNF: The Majesty...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "Original 1986 demos from Dream Theater’s original days as “Majesty”.
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                    LNF: Made In Japan

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "Progressive metal titans Dream Theater perform their distinctive rendition of ‘Made in Japan’, 
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	Progressive Metal


            

             "Dream Theater, the two-time GRAMMY-nominated and millions-selling legends of progressive music,
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                    Lost Not...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "Remixed, remastered, and available for the first time on vinyl, Awake Demos (1994) showcase one
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                    Dream Theater

                    LNF: ...And...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "From Dream Theater’s “Images, Words & Beyond” tour, this 2-LP release showcases the first s
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                    LNF: Falling Into...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "Spanning 3 LPs, the original demos from the recording sessions of one of Dream Theater’s most e
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                    Dream Theater

                    LNF: The Majesty...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "Original 1986 demos from Dream Theater’s original days as “Majesty”.
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                    Dream Theater

                    LNF: The Majesty...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             "Original 1986 demos from Dream Theater’s original days as “Majesty”.
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                    Dream Theater

                    Lost Not...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             Dream Theater, the two-time GRAMMY-nominated and millions-selling legends of progressive music, 
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                    LNF: Images And...

                

                	
	Progressive Metal


            

             Originally released in 2005 on Ytsejam Records, ‘Images And Words Demos (1989-1991)’ documents a
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